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New born children tend to have sensitive skin. While choosing clothingNew born children tend to have sensitive skin. While choosing clothing
for them, parents should keep this in mind. One should always assurefor them, parents should keep this in mind. One should always assure
the quality and texture of the fabrics before choosing the garments forthe quality and texture of the fabrics before choosing the garments for
their kids. Where one can find the best without any hassle, at ourtheir kids. Where one can find the best without any hassle, at our
company, Spenitt Clothings. We are one of the most reliable partner tocompany, Spenitt Clothings. We are one of the most reliable partner to
many, dealing in an extremely comfy, hygienically processed and softmany, dealing in an extremely comfy, hygienically processed and soft
texture collection of Full Sleeve Hoody With Long Pants, Long Sleevetexture collection of Full Sleeve Hoody With Long Pants, Long Sleeve
Bodysuits Rompers, Short Rompers, Short Sleeve Front Open Tee AndBodysuits Rompers, Short Rompers, Short Sleeve Front Open Tee And
Shorts, etc. The entire collection is manufactured using 100% cottonShorts, etc. The entire collection is manufactured using 100% cotton
fabrics which are highly breathable, skin friendly as well as possesfabrics which are highly breathable, skin friendly as well as posses
many anti-bacterial properties. While producing our range, we makemany anti-bacterial properties. While producing our range, we make
sure that each garment is stitched with care. Designs are selected assure that each garment is stitched with care. Designs are selected as
per the latest trends, keeping the comfort of babies in mind.per the latest trends, keeping the comfort of babies in mind.

Our brand name SPENITT is famous in the competitive market forOur brand name SPENITT is famous in the competitive market for
offering such a quality gamut. Since 2019, we have been working fromoffering such a quality gamut. Since 2019, we have been working from
Jamnagar (Gujarat, India). Our c onstant focus has been to provideJamnagar (Gujarat, India). Our c onstant focus has been to provide
comfort and care to the skin of thousands of children. This is thecomfort and care to the skin of thousands of children. This is the
reason, we are looking for distribution partners, who can expand ourreason, we are looking for distribution partners, who can expand our
reach to the market. We are expecting to deal with most talented andreach to the market. We are expecting to deal with most talented and
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skilled associates. If interested contact us!skilled associates. If interested contact us!

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/spenitt-9515http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/spenitt-9515
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